CHAMPION
PROJECT

KEY FIGURES

15.5 million of
sympathizers

7 million fans on
social networks

Strong values :
passion and pride

2nd most broadcasted
French club

4.1 million of
unconditional

More than 1 million
Facebook followers in
Africa

Current lack of
international visibility

Marseille, the most
African of French cities

POTENTIAL
PARTNERS

WHY MSC?
1ST PRIVATE CRUISE
COMPANY

1.5 BILLION TURNOVER

LEADER ON THE
MEDITERRANEAN
MARKET

1.7 MILLION
PASSENGERS

DEPARTURE
PREFERENCE :
MARSEILLE

INVOLVED IN
SPORT
SPONSORSHIP

WHY MSC?

= SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITY
WIN/WIN STRATEGY

MSC CROISIÈRES FACTS AND FIGURES :
•4th biggest cruise company in the World
•1st private cruise company
•Leader on the market of Mediterranée, South America, South Africa
•Growth : + 800% between 2004 and 2014
•1,67 millions people travelling on 2014’s cruises
•1,5 billion € turnover in 2014
•15 000 collaborators in the World
•60 millions € of communication budget worldwide including 15 millions for
France
•They aim to develop a premium offer that can be affordable
•Slogan for French ad campaign : “Pas n’importe quelle croisière”
•Insists on the respect of the planet and of the people, and develop actions
about environment
•Main points : comfort on board, entertainment, restauration
•Mediterranean spirit
•New high tech ships will be sailing in 2017
•Travelers have a preference for departures from Marseille
Values :
•Passion
•Sense of effort and surpassing oneself
•Excellence
PDG : Gianni ONORATO
Executive president : Pierfrancesco VAGO
General Director France, Belgique et Luxembourg : Patrick J. POURBAIX
Sales Director France South : Gilles CHAUVET
Sales Manager France Grand Sud : Benoit CHAREYRE

Regular partnerships :
•Air France-KLM
•Lego
•Automobile Club
•Jean-Louis David
•Samsung
•UNICEF
•Roy Yamagochi
•Technogym
•Le Cirque du Soleil
•Dorebro
•Michelin Carlo Cracco
Sports partnerships :
•Tennis tournament “Banque Eric Sturdza Geneva
Open”
•Ice-hockey “Genève-Servette”
•Football “Evian-Thonon-Gaillard”
•Tennis tournament “Conde de Godo”
•Football “SSCN Napoli”
•Basketball “Reyer Venezia”
•Volleyball “Savino del Bene”
•Volleyball “Scandicci”

Why should MSC be one of the new OM’s sponsor?
There is a huge benefit for MSC to be an OM sponsor as they can target and be known by a new population. For many of the football
supporters, going to the stadium is a family time. As it’s an entertainment time, they are more able to listen to new brands and to be
attracted by destinations or offers. Moreover, there is a large North African community which could be a great target for new cruises
destinations for example.

OM

Cruise of the
Champions

A special cruise could be created, called « Cruise of the Champions », which would aim to live intense
moments around football. This experience could be on board, but also adapted to allow cruisers to stop in
Marseille for a game. MSC could benefit from a new population which is fan of OM and mainly from North
Africa.
• Creation of a fan experience
• Raise of the sales
• Ability to touch a new target in North Africa

Benefits for MSC

MSC Croisières

• Dynamic image
• Develop a new experience
• Increase of the sales
• Competitive package
Touch a local target
Better visibility for the brand
The MSC director loves football, and wants to be
known by a broad public
Digital channels and in-stadium screens can be used
to expose MSC’s brand.
The club’s community can also be used and
targeted for special offers on cruises or new
destinations.

ACTIVATIONS

ON BOAT STORES

STORES: BUILD OFFICIAL STORES OF OM IN EACH MSC CROISIÈRES BOAT
Inside corners Boutique
Main point for interaction (customer-brand) (brand-customer) with the sponsor
Selling point for goods and services of the sponsor
Information point for offer packages and promotions
Selling point for products of the sponsor (souvenirs) linked it with OM image
The idea is to create a new way of sales for Olympique de Marseille by creating ambulant shops of OM. Beside the fact that this is innovative,
OM could reach new potential customers: people who are travelling on the boat and the fans of OM who are living in the cities where the
boat moot.

Where could we locate the store in the boat ?
Our recommendation is to set the stores into the corridor of the entrance of the boats.
This is a strategic place because:
- all passengers of the boat will at least pass in front of the store and thus, see the store
- people who are in the city but not going to take the boat could even though have an access to the store

How can we attract the fans who are living in the cities and not travelling ?
We will use the official pages of OM on social networks (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram) to communicate. There is a lot of followers of OM on
Facebook from countries where MSC Croisières go (ex. 216 572 in Tunisia, 181 561 in Morocco etc...).
Besides, we will use the official website of OM to announce to their abroad fans when they are coming in such city.

Is it possible to make people who are not travelling entry in the boat ?
Yes, it is. Referred to the system of Costa Croisières: “Les visiteurs éventuels doivent être munis d’un permis en bonne et due forme ou être
autorisés par le Commandant en second. Les mouvements des visiteurs sont enregistrés dans le système de contrôle des accès et si les
visiteurs se trouvent toujours à bord une demi-heure avant le départ, ils sont invités à débarquer.”
Furthermore, we can also send ambulant sellers outside the boat in the harbor to sell more goodies and inform people there is a store of OM
inside the boat.

ACTIVATIONS

ON BOAT LIVE BROADCASTING

MSC CRUISE PUBLIC LOUNGE

GAME IN LIVE IN THE BOATS
We can broadcast in the cinema of the boat the games of OM when the club is playing. It would
create another way of entertainment for MSC Croisières, attract more people in the store and could
be a way to get new fans afterwards.

MSC LOUNGE
Creation of a MSC Lounge inside the stadium: The objective is to create a space in the stadium to
welcome fans who bought their tickets on the MSC website or won them on social media, thanks to
MSC.
In this area, you could watch previous games highlights, see the game with a great view and with all
cameras. You will have food and drinks and they also could be football games for kids. One of the
objective is to create a boat « atmosphere » and also to promote the company to the fans and
attract them on the boats.
MSC Hostesses will be present also at the beginning of the match, when the players enter in the field.

ACTIVATIONS
VIP EXPERIENCE
SHIP DECORATED LOUNGE
VIP HOSTESSES TO WELCOME
THE GUESTS

ACTIVATIONS

#BienvenueABord

Special guest access to OM games

MSC VOYAGERS CLUB
There is a “MSC Voyagers Club” that allows cruisers to benefit many advantages like reductions, priority
boarding, gifts on board (fruits baskets, welcome cocktail, etc.), sales in shops, better internet
connections, special menus, etc.
We will propose an in-stadium plan based on this offer and which could be offering for example to the
members of this “Voyagers Club” to have an access to OM games, especially when there is a game at
the time they are about to board for their cruise.
We can even develop a digital campaign #BienvenueABord with a contest allowing the public which is
unaware of what MSC does to discover this on board comfort that the company highlights.
The goal would also be to propose special MSC Cruises offers for OM fans, so that there is a real
exchange between each customers.

ACTIVATIONS

INSIDE THE STADIUM
-

It is a gathering place: The Velodrome can host a huge amount of people (up to 67 534) every week-end. People ‘wont’ leave
the arena at least for 2-3 hours. Means an opportunity for activation with a ‘captive’ audience.
Atmosphere and timing: activation and excitement are strongly linked. It is the right moment and right place for an activation.
On-site experience in a large place: The fans can enjoy the widespread Velodrome’s halls sticking around them, and,
consequently, have a close contact with brand activations.
Certain ‘key-zones’ for capturing fans’ attention: such as showcases, lounge areas, stands, sales points, and so on.
Other specific areas also profitable for activation: substitutes’ benches (chairs), press conference room (chairs and displays),
mixed zones, etc.

Press conference chair & screen Display
Customization of the back plate of chairs in the press conference room
Usage of a screen display with the sponsor´s logo
Visibility
Applied branding technics from abroad (Argentina)
Non-traditional branding in new places
Inside corridors branding
Installation of sponsors flags and blades all around corridors surrounding the main sports field
Visibility
Evocation of OM players together with the sponsor
Remembrance of the sponsor at the beginning, during the match and on the way out thanks to the visibility of the flags
Bench OM
Take advantage of bench visibility to promote the logo of the sponsor
Generate more visibility of the sponsor for media, during the match

ACTIVATIONS

PRE-SEASON GAME

OLYMPIC STADIUM OF
RADES, TUNIS

GAME AGAINST
SCC NAPOLI

TROPHY HOSTED EACH
YEAR IN A CITY MSC
CRUISES IS

MSC CROISIÈRES TROPHY
We want to create a trophy which will be played in one game during the pre season, between OM and Napoli (close clubs), on the
same structure as the Emirates Cup (played with Arsenal).

Possible destinations already quite attractive for MSC:
Olympic Stadium of Radès in Tunis → Club: L’esperance de Tunis à 60 000 seats
Stadium Mohammed V in Casablanca → Club: Wydad / Raja à 47 000 seats
Alger: Stadium 5 juillet 1962 à 85 000 seats
New destination 2017:
Cuba: Stadium Panaméricain of The Havana à 50 000 seats
China, 1 boat with another boat introduction in 2018

Why Napoli ?
Both of the two clubs have similar aspects :
• Napoli gets MSC Croisières as a sponsor as well
• White and sky blue are the colors of the two teams
• Those are two cities which have an historical passion for football
• Popular clubs

Where will the game take place ?
The MSC Croisières Trophy will take place in Tunis (for the 1st year and then it will move in other cities every year). The number of fans of
OM in Tunisia and the well-known team of Napoli with great players are relevant arguments to attract people in the stadium and
make the MSC Croisières Trophy a successful event. The Trophy could be hosted every year in cities where MSC Croisières is present.

WHY HISENSE?
3RD EARTH PRODUCER
OF TELEVISION

16 BILLION TURNOVER

1st CHINESE TO BE
OFFICIAL SPONSOR
OF UEFA

OFFICIAL PARTNERSHIP
OF UEFA FOR
EURO 2016

NEW FANS OF THE
“DIGITAL NATIVES“
GENERATION

2.0 & CONNECTED
STADIUM TREND

WHY HISENSE?

= SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITY
WIN/WIN STRATEGY

ABOUT HISENSE
Founded in China in 1969, high-tech company Hisense are one of the leading manufacturers of TVs, white goods (fridges, washing
machines, kitchen appliances), air-conditioning units, mobiles phones and consumer electronics. Hisense continually invest in
technological research and development. With an international team of around 75,000 employees, the company carries out its
vision of being one of the world’s leading brands. Hisense have sixteen manufacturing bases and nine research and development
facilities at their disposal around the globe and also have regional representation in Europe, North America, Australia, Africa and
South-East Asia. Hisense’s products are available in over 130 countries.

INTERNATIONAL SPORT SPONSORING
Football:
Official Partner of UEFA for Euro2016, first Chinese company to be a partner of an UEFA tournament.
UEFA Futsal Euro 2016,
U21 Euro 2017
European Qualifiers for the World Cup 2018 (FIFA)
Premium partner of Schalke 04
Motorsport:
Team supplier of the racing stable of Formule 1 Redbull Racing,
Partner of the team of Nascar Joe Gibbs Racing
Tennis:
Official sponsor of Australian Open, included the naming of the stadium, Hisense Arena.

3 GOALS FOR HISENSE FRANCE IN 2016 AND 2017
A turnover of 50 million euros, so an increase in sales
Gain of notoriety of minimum 20%
Visibility and a gain of traffic on the website and the FB page
Source Marketing director France: Damien Neymarc

Be in the next 3 years in the TOP 5
in each product range

WHAT CAN BRING BOTH OM AND HISENSE TO EACH OTHER
VISIBILITY
To develop both renown by exploiting together their exposition on each media.
OM to Hisense

Hisense to OM

Hisense suffers from a lack of visibility in France and Africa:
. OM is the 2nd French FC the most broadcasted in France and the first in Africa.
. OM can offer in Stadium many communication media such as LED advertising billboards around the pitch,
printed support, human medium, naming of operations, branding.
OM has a lack of visibility in the rest of the World:
. Hisense is a key player in Asia especially in China
. Hisense is developed in 130 countries and show on screens images of OM.
. Hisense benefits from an influent distributor network in France (214 Conforama, 130 Boulanger, 90 Vivre mobile,
10 Vieux Campeurs)

RELATIONS
To implement new relational marketing strategies.
OM to Hisense

Hisense to OM

Hisense France is not strong on the social networks (4100 on FB, 1536 on Twitter)
. OM has 15,5 million of sympathizers in France (4,1 million are unconditional fans), 7 million of fans on the social networks.
. OM is present on the web through its website and can offer banners, mailings, newsletters, videos, audios
. OM has PR facilities to rent such as hospitality services and private boxes and Hisense can organise in Marseille intern seminars and
business meetings.
Hisense has partnerships with UEFA and Schalke 04, so a strong background of sponsorship activation in Football.

PARTICIPATION
OM and Hisense are integrated in the production and promotion of events and games to place their
products and services.
OM to Hisense

Hisense to OM

OM organises in collaboration with Hisense Animations and games where the fans are actors of the situation.
It is possible on the social networks and during OM games.
Velodrome Orange is an empty stadium regarding the activations, it would be possible for Hisense to
implement commercial stands, try stands of the last product of the brand.
Hisense offers tickets, products and original fan experiences to B2B and B2C customers.

IMPLICATION
OM and Hisense propose actions to implicate themselves in technological and social causes.
OM to Hisense
Hisense to OM

OM has created OM Attitude a CSR program
. Increase the positive image of Hisense by sponsoring social causes organised by OM
Hisense to become the official supplier of OM, to bring its knowhow:
. OM has no digital partner for Smartphones, Tablets and TVs and can benefit from the last world-class
technologies.
. Orange Velodrome is not a 2.0 stadium yet

ACTIVATIONS
GAME ON HISENSE’S WEBSITE

« Sign in and win 2 tickets for an OM game »
GET DATA
KNOW YOUR CLIENT
INCREASE WEB TRAFFIC

FILL THE STADIUM
INCREASE VISIBILITY

CONTEST
Game on Hisense website : People just have to sign in to have the chance to win 2 tickets for each
OM game. Hisense will choose a name thanks to the data created by the game and will offer the
tickets

ACTIVATIONS
HISENSE LIVECAM GAME

PROVOQUE EMOTION

OFFER VISIBILITY

FILL THE STADIUM AND
CREATE AN AMBIANCE

INCREASE NOTORIETY
AND SALES

HISENSE LIVECAM GAME
The speaker will announce the game during the break. The concept is to have a camera screening the
supporters. The Livecam will have different theme for “best couple“, “cutest family“, “craziest supporter“,
“fun friends“. And the camera will stop on the persons who represent best the theme, and the winner will
win an Hisense TV

ACTIVATIONS
360° HISENSE
ROOM

Game immersion

Present the products

Create emotion

Improve visibility

Test Hisense product
and quality

Get close to potential
customers

360° HISENSE ROOM
Hisense room for VIP & media
Live game broadcasted in a room with TV screens all over.
The special lounge would be a VIP area to immerse the spectator in the game, as if it was
augmented reality, or as if he was on the field. The goal is to create an amazing supporter experience
and also to present Hisense qualitative products

ACTIVATIONS
FAN SOFA REPORTER
Social network game to win a VIP
experience on a sofa
Post a video of your feeling about the
game and win a place on the sofa
Create emotion & community

FAN SOFA REPORTER
Only during big games for example against PSG, Lyon, Monaco, Saint Etienne, Nice, etc.
The participants have to post a fun video of their feeling and prediction about the game on
Facebook with the Hisense Tag.
The winner will have the chance to invite 2 friends and watch the game at the stadium on a sofa just
next to the field

ACTIVATIONS
FAMILY by

CSR PROJECT
Based on:
- Solidarity
- Development
- Community
When?
March and April for the
spring cleaning period

OM FAMILY BY HISENSE
CSR Project to be closer to the OM community
Based on:
Solidarity
Development
When?
March and April for the « spring cleaning » period
Where?
Football clubs of the region, partner supermarkets
What is collected?
Schoolbags, notebooks, pencils, toys, sport articles, teddy bears, children's books, clothes, working electronic
devices…

ACTIVATIONS

HISENSE FAN RO(OM)
Activating Each year for PSG-OM (Away game)
Hisense organize a game on a special page of its website.
Principle: the online gamer upload a video of his feelings about the game against PSG and invite at
his place 5 friends who are also fan of OM and Hisense takes care about the rest.
The Winner wins a TV, a Fridge, a Tablet , an OM Jersey signed by all the OM players
Hisense film the game and use it on their social network pages to show that OM supporters are the
best.

ACTIVATIONS
CUSTOMIZED PRODUCTS
SOLD IN OM STORES
A REAL OPPORTUNITY TO
INCREASE THE
PARTNERSHIP VISIBILITY

ACTIVATIONS

IN STADIUM
We also want to make a great activation into the stadium. For that we need to have a simple method
of IT customization : “The visibility by screen “. To have a good customization we decided to have :
- All the screen in the stadium will be Hisense screen
- During the press- conference the logo Hisense will be in front of the players
- Every digital tablet of the journalist will be customized by Hisense

THANK YOU

